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Architectural Services

Put agile integration at the center of IT architectural transformation
Harness the full power of your evolving IT architecture by partnering with Dell Boomi’s top architectural
experts. Architectural Services help you align and connect applications, data, people and processes —
and ultimately your business.
Collaborate with Boomi technical, solutions, business and enterprise architects who offer extensive
industry experience. They will help you address immediate tactical challenges and create a strategic road
map for long-term success. Seven discrete service offerings help you refine your overall architecture,
then zero in on areas such as performance, governance, security and capacity.

Key Benefits
Accelerate IT innovation

Align IT with business goals

technologies — while maintaining core legacy systems

engagement or data-driven analytics, automated data

— requires agile integration and data management.

exchange and workflows across diverse applications

Ensure alignment and automation across hybrid IT

and stakeholders is a must. Boomi experts blend

environments to drive the innovation and ROI that

IT, business and domain expertise to ensure your

business leaders demand.

architecture is designed to fulfill business goals.

Increase performance and capacity

Leverage the full Boomi platform

increasingly flexible IT systems. Architectural Services

governing master data, creating APIs, building workflow

help you engineer scalability to support even the most

automation, and connecting to partner B2B/EDI

demanding and dynamic enterprise workloads, both

networks. Boomi provides expert architectural insights

batch and real-time.

and practical guidance for multiplying your ROI. Make

Embracing cloud, mobile, IoT and other modern

The rapid growth of applications and data requires

Whether the goal is operational efficiency, omnichannel

Go beyond integration with Boomi capabilities for

best use of Boomi’s breadth of functionality to drive
digital transformation.

Technical
Architect
Business
Architect

• Technical assistance (installation,
testing, etc.)
• Performance and capacity reviews
• Technical road map recommendations

• Early project engagement
• Aligns technology with business need
• Focus on business goals and value

Solutions
Architect
Enterprise
Architect

• Focus on specific use cases
• Solutions to business challenges
• Blends business and IT skills
• Top-level view of application architecture
• Focus on IT strategy and integration
planning
• Maps adoption of Boomi unified
capabilities

Our Architectural Services teams include technical, solutions, business and enterprise experts.

A Foundation for IT Transformation
Architectural Services offers seven discrete packages from our professional services team and tailors them to
your specific requirements, starting with a base-level technical assessment.
Boomi architects collaborate with you on-site and online for analysis, feedback and recommendations to build
an agile integration architecture that is strategically aligned with your business needs.

Key Services

Infrastructure & Architecture
Review

Technical Evaluation
As a starting point, the technical
evaluation reviews your existing
environment and touches on
infrastructure, performance, security,
operations/governance and road map
development.

An overall technical architecture
review provides feedback and
recommendations of current and
future application, infrastructure and
integration environments.

Capacity Planning &
Assessment

Operations & Governance
Evaluation

Evaluates existing capacity, with
recommendations to accommodate
growth and future projects.

Get expert recommendations on
guiding software development lifecycle
(SDLC), roles and responsibilities,
monitoring and alerting, folder
structures and other aspects of
operations and governance.

Customer Road Map
Provides a workshop session to focus
on your current and future road map
and business capabilities goals, with
the aim of lowering integration costs
and taking advantage of the full suite
of Boomi platform capabilities.

Strategy

Performance Analysis
A Boomi team provides analysis and
recommendations on optimizing your
integration performance, including
CPU, disk, memory and transaction
processing.

Security Assessment
Provides a security-centric review
of your application and network
environments for access authorization,
and protection for file systems and
APIs.

Capability

Technology

Architectural Services
Integrate, Hub, Exchange, Mediate, Flow

To learn more, visit us today at www.boomi.com
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